Themes

Foundations:
tools to construct futures

Code as Medium:

Sensing & Interaction:

Time Based Media:

object-oriented coding principles
for artistic and social inquiry

physical computing, citizen science
and tangible interaction

movement and real-time
interactivity

Embodied Sound:
sound and improvisation

Intro to Digital Culture
(AME 111)

Programming for the Web
(AME 220)

Intro to Physical Computing
(AME 240)

Intro to Interactive
Environments (AME 244)

Intro to Digital Sound
(MDC 211)

Examines the effects of digital tech on
the way we live, communicate, learn
and create

an introduction to front-end and
server-side web programming

the basic skills required to build physical
computing systems

programming for real-time interactivity

introduction to digital sound production
and computer music

Hybrid Action: Physical
Intelligence in Digital
Culture (AME/DCE 294)

Soundscape Ecology
(AME 294)

Computational Thinking for
Digital Culture (AME 112)
teaching students to think like
computers, and vice-versa

Prototyping Dreams
(AME 130)
speculative and design fiction as
prototyping the future

Media Editing (AME 210)
the basics of digital design

Programming for Media Arts
(AME 230)
object-oriented programming for
media artists and technologists

Programming for the
Internet of Things (AME 394)
programming for internet connected
objects

Mac Development for Media
Arts (AME 430)
Explores native application
development for OS X for use in the
domain of media arts

Mobile Development
(AME 435/535)
Explores native application
development for iOS for use in the
domain of media arts

Animating Virtual Worlds
(AME 460/560)
procedural animation via code

Circuit Bending (AME 294)
breaking and remixing analog circuits

Digital-Physical Systems
(AME 330)
building integrated systems using
embedded electronics

Microbial Geographies
(AME/FIS 394)
mapping and exploring the microbiome
through growing companion species
and considering our human
responsibilities in a more-than-human
world

designing and implementing
augmented instruments

Improvising Cyborgs
(AME 394)
practice based interdisciplinary
problem solving

Interactive Materials
(AME 410/598)

Site-Responsive Sonic Art
(AME 494/598)

advanced sound synthesis

Students make, tinker and experiment
with high-tech and low-tech materials,
ranging from electronics
(microcontrollers, sensors and
actuators) to softer components
including textiles, paper, paints, food
and organic/living systems

sound and media art, driven by
spaces

Sensable Heatscapes
(AME 494/598)

backend web development for
interactivity

how humans and technology sense and
deal with heat

Designing for Public
Participation in Science
(AME 598)
moving science past lab settings and
into communities with DIY methods

Interaction Design Research
& Practice I & II (AME 598)
research and development in interaction
design with a bend towards publication
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Motion Capture for
Integrated Systems
(AME 320)

Hyperinstruments (AME 394)

motion capture for applications in
animation, sound and live
performance, movement and
education

Programming for Social and
Interactive Media
(AME 470/570)

Curriculum Diagram

using human movement to to
understand, observe, analyze and
create work with physical and digital
tools

environmental field recordings and
use in constructing musical and
installation works

Somatic Prototyping
(AME 494/598)
somatic means into rapid-prototyping
ends.

Understanding Activity
(AME 520)
focuses on computational and
humanistic underpinnings for
describing human activities for
interactive systems

Responsive Environments
(AME 494/598)
composing expressive, immersive
experiences in responsive
environments - video, sound and
lighting or tangible media that change
in response to gesture, movement or
any physical activity

Synthesis and Expression
(AME 394)

Experimental Humanities:

Experiential Visual Media:

critical theory, speculative futures
and technological philosophy

new processes and techniques for
visual media

Design Politics (AME 294)

Computational Photography
(AME 394)

how design can be mobilized for
creating alternative futures

Media Literacies and
Composition (AME 310)
explores powers and responsibilities
as readers, writers and creaters of
new cultural languages

Film & Technoscience
(AME 394)
explores contributions that films
makes to human understanding of
science and technology

Philosophies of Technology
(AME 394)
major philosophical frameworks and
methodologies used for analyzing,
critiquing, and experimenting with
technological mediation in the West

Technical Lives (AME 394)
Composing and Performing
for Hybrid Ensembles
(MDC 311)

traces the historical, theoretical, and
practical intersections of life and
technology, broadly conceived

writing and performing music for
physical, digital and hybrid
instruments

Experimental Media Studies I
& II (AME 530/535)

Advanced Interactive Sound
(AME/MDC 411/511)
a variety of sound synthesis methods
with particular emphasis as to how
they can be used in real-time sound
creation

synthesizing and manipulating images
with code

Designing and Implementing
Mixed Reality Experiences
(AME 394)
computational principles for
augmented and virtual reality
experiences

Digital Theater I (AME 394)
creating walk-through storytelling
installations using animation and
performance

Media Installations
(AME 444/544)
how to make installations interactive
by integrating sensors, input devices
and computer vision systems

Approaches to Light
(AME 494/598)
exploring light through optics,
astronomy, cognitive perception,
computation, photography, augmented
reality and other layers of experience

Emphasizes the methodology, theory
and history behind the experimental
study of experience via experiential
systems

Computational Cameras,
Lighting and Displays
(AME/EEE 598)

Reading the Algorithm (AME
598)

evolution of camera design and focus
on recent research in computational
cameras, illumination systems, 3D
scanners, and displays

Acousmatic Composition
(AME 494/598)

philosophical understandings of how
technical systems define human
culture through critical theory,
literature and film

music concrete and acousmatic
music, sound spatilization and live
diffusion

Technologies of
Representation (AME 598)
interrogates the notions of technology,
representation, and their political
entanglement in the modern era

